VOLUNTEER PROFILE

Mark Bannon
#MeetOurVolunteers
Coming from Middleton, MA, Mark Bannon
started volunteering with us in Salisbury four
months ago.
Mark retired three years ago, following a
successful career holding senior management
positions at several different companies,
including Lotus Development, IBM,

Timberland, and most recently Blue Cross Blue Shield of Massachusetts.

We can thank Tim Higgins, a fellow volunteer for reaching out and introducing
Mark to Merrimack Valley Habitat. Mark had been researching places to
volunteer for some time, and really wanted something that was both new and
challenging, in terms of the skills required. Although he doesn't consider himself a
seasoned carpenter, he has done some miscellaneous projects at home, and
thought "this would be a great way to learn more while giving back to the
community…helping those in need!"
Mark considers himself very fortunate in terms of his career, and really believes
that `"giving back" is a wonderful way to round out his life. He feels that "it’s
especially rewarding to help families realize their dreams of homeownership.
Doing well and doing good go hand-in-hand & those of us who have the means to
contribute through volunteering should take full advantage."
Because he lives in one of the most expensive areas of the country, and home
ownership is nothing but a dream for so many, Mark wants to help give folks "a
little boost to get to the finish line, and Habitat for Humanity, through its volunteers,
provides that opportunity." There’s nothing like the look on the faces of the future
homeowners when they drop by the work-site and see the progress being made to
their homes…a real combination of excitement and pride! This is why Mark keeps
coming back! When not volunteering you can find him on the golf course during the
day and fishing for Striped Bass on the North-shore beaches at night.
We are so thankful to have caring and dedicated volunteers like Mark to help us
put families in homes. Our work takes a village and is only possible thanks to the
commitment of our volunteers.

Mark helps us build strength, stability, and self-reliance through shelter.

